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With the help of humatics as a theory of operable knowledge characteristics, it is now possible to show how the change of knowledge perspectives appear on the level of controlling data.
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Summary:
These lecture notes are intended as a contribution by the field of humatics to the worldwide
discussion on the inclusion of knowledge in a balance sheet. They explain why knowledge
cannot appear in the balance sheet, while the benefits of knowledge certainly can be shown in
the profit and loss account. They outline the three basic requirements which must be fulfilled
by knowledge management if knowledge data is to be accepted by controllers as hard data.
The example of an employee switching from the Development department to the Sales department within a company is used to illustrate the methods. The concept of the knowledge
perspective is dealt with in detail as a fundamental aspect of knowledge management in the
future.

The terms "knowledge balance", "intellectual capital", "human capital".

The terms "knowledge balance", "intellectual capital", "human capital".
People involved in the discipline of knowledge management are frequently confronted with
problems they have caused themselves because existing economic terms are used incorrectly.
This is true for example, of the terms like "knowledge balance", "intellectual capital", "human
capital". All words try to suggest the solidity of terms which are used for establishing balance
sheets. An analyse of some problems which arise could be found in [1], [20]. A small collection of all the uncountable papers, books, statements which deal without weak or no reflection
on the terms are given by [2, 3, 9, 10, 12, 13, 23, 24]. This list can be prolonged to large extend. Some scientific clarifications are given in [4, 5, 6, 7, 11]. This last contributions could
be seen as the international state of the art (2004) in case we are not dealing with the "bit of
knowledge" as Hayek has proposed to mentioned it in 1936 [16]. Physical aspects of the related terms entropy, information, knowledge can be found in [18].
In accordance with international balance sheet standards for centuries now, the left-hand side
of a balance sheet shows only the assets belonging to the company, while the right-hand side
shows how these are financed. As knowledge is inextricably bound to people and, since the
end of slavery, free people can no longer be seen as the property of a company, knowledge
cannot be carried as assets in a balance sheet. The benefits of knowledge (also of intellectual
activities), however, can be made available to a company (for example, by an employment or
services contract). The benefit is expressed in money flows (i.e. amount of money per time,
e.g. income, sales). It thus appears where the flow data are booked in a company: in the profit
and loss account. This is also the case, for example, for any leased goods. The leased truck or
photocopier does not appear in the balance sheet, but the income and expenditure related to
this used object do appear in the profit and loss account.
Knowledge management - which is increasingly fighting for its reputation with controllers, IT
managers, human resources managers etc. – must thus learn to use assumed terms which are
accepted in different disciplines correctly. Humatics as the theory of operable knowledge
characteristics [19, 21, 22] goes one step further and observes three basic requirements which
give knowledge management the solid basis essential for its use in controlling .
1. Reproducible results
2. Algorithmic methods
3. Autonomous adaptation of real events
What do these three requirements mean for knowledge management?
1. Reproducible results
Even when carried out at different times by different people, controlling must always deliver
the same results under the same conditions. This first requirement is, of course, fulfilled in
conventional controlling. Operational data (such as quantities, weights etc.) have to clearly reflect real operation situations under repeated analysis. It is not acceptable, for example, that
Ms A counts X number of goods in the warehouse and then Mr. B comes along and counts Y.
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2. Algorithmic methods
Controlling results must be based on mathematical methods. Conventional controlling, for example, uses often the rule of three, while for establishing balance sheets it is used doubleentry booking. The underlying mathematical methods can also be represented on computers
(automates). Thus we are talking about algorithmic methods, i.e. methods that can be represented in programs
3. Autonomous adaptation
If, for example, an employee moves from one section of the company to another, the cost
structures shown in controlling tables (e.g. in the profit and loss account) will change in a
manner reflecting this change. In the same way, this change – which is, basically, a shifting of
knowledge quantities – has to change autonomously (in relation to rules) be reflected in the
controlling data.
Allow me to state quite openly here: The three conditions cited have not been fulfilled by
knowledge management up to now. I have already published a more precise analysis of the
conventional approaches earlier this year with an exhaustive list of sources (see: Critical
Analysis on Knowledge Evaluation and Balancing around 2004 [25], German written analyse).
When the three conditions cited above are fulfilled, humatics refers to operable knowledge
characteristics. How such operable knowledge can also fulfil the rigorous standards of the
controller [14] is shown here.
The basis of operable knowledge characteristics: knowledge functions
The essence of the operable knowledge in humatics are the so-called knowledge functions
(See [21] and many information are also given in [22]). As knowledge functions are used –
albeit unconsciously – in any job interview, let us examine what actually happens in an interview. Let us assume that employees are to be recruited for various tasks (in the upper section
of Fig. 1 each letter in the X-axis symbolises an employee to be recruited). We are hoping that
each new employee will make a contribution to revenue in the long term (represented in Fig. 1
as a bar in the Y-axis) which must be considerably larger than the costs expended for the employee. Such per capita distributions of the income are known in companies and their results
readily available. What is missing is the second important distribution of the per capita revenue to the skills and abilities for which employees are recruited. This second distribution is
one of the main innovations of humatics. Fig. 1 shows a housekeeper for whom - in the second distribution - his organisational talent has the highest evaluation and his driving licence
the lowest. This is probably because the caretaker responsible for a large building complex
may have to coordinate various tradesmen and this is where his organisational talent is required. This simple process of the extended per capita distribution already leads to a simple
knowledge function which can be used for corporate purposes. The skills and abilities which
are juxtaposed in the X-Axis of a knowledge function are named constituents (of the knowledge function). If a knowledge function appears in the form of a bar chart we name it QDistribution. In accordance to our above stated criteria we can name all the data which we can
derive mathematically from Q-Distribution operable knowledge data. So, if we speak of operable knowledge features we know that there must be a mathematically derived data behind
this term. Companies working on the market must have already mastered the correct evaluation of skills, abilities otherwise they would never have been able to assert themselves against
the competition on a free market. So, Humatics represents in mathematical structures what is
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already everyday practice. I would also like to mention here that there are many other economic and purely scientific procedures for the generation of knowledge functions [21].
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Fig. 1: The twofold distribution of revenue to generate knowledge functions
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Fig 2: An employee with knowledge function switches from Development to Sales
The advantage is that now we can apply mathematical procedures to knowledge functions and
determine such quantities [21]. Of the many (more than 24) thus quantifiable knowledge characteristics, we are only going to deal with two here: the first is the knowledge quantity H
(named human potential) which is measured in the new unit human bit (hbit) and the second
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is the economic temperature T which is measured as revenue per knowledge unit (i.e. money
flow per hbit). The quantity H can be understand as the long looked for quantity of knowledge
(see Hayek: "bit of knowledge", [16]). The human bit is given mathematically by an extension
of Shannon's method [15] for evaluating units of information (bit). For details how to determine the unit human bit (hbit) see [21, 22].
What it exactly means if we can apply a knowledge quantity to real situations can be explained using the practical example of an employee moving from Development to Sales (see
Fig.2). The illustration shows employees with their individual knowledge functions in the
three corporate areas of Development, Production and Sales. The arrow indicates the switch
of an employee from Development to Sales. The background to this might be that a product
has come from Development into Sales where there are now more technical questions from
customers about the product, and Sales wants to react to this by improving its technical competence. A developer has volunteered for this new challenge in Sales. What the company expects, therefore, is that the knowledge of the developer will have the positive effect of increasing the sales of the new product. How can this expectation be represented in the form of
knowledge functions? After all, the switch is being carried out on the basis of an assumption
which already exists in the heads of the parties involved, i.e. in their knowledge before they
have had the actual experience. If knowledge functions reflect real knowledge then they
should also reflect this special "foresight" of knowledge. This is to be demonstrated here.

Profit and loss account and knowledge matrix

(1) Profit and Loss and Knowledge-Matrix first year
start situation (without transfer of employee)
Profit and Loss
Usual Controlling
1
U
Turnover

E: Entwicklung
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Gesamt Firma

Knowledge-Matrix
Humatics
4
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(3) Profit and Loss and Knowledge-Matrix second year
with transfer of employee
witht change of perspective
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(2) Profit and Loss and Knowledge-Matrix second year
with transfer of employee
(without change of perspective)
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(4) Profit and Loss and Knowledge-Matrix second year
with transfer of employee, change of perspective
and increase of sales
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9
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Fig 3: Profit and Loss accounts extended by the knowledge matrix.
Fig. 3 shows four tables, (1) to (4), showing on the left the familiar data from the profit and
loss account or controlling data where U stands for revenue, B for the number of employees.
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On the right we have the new data from humatics: the knowledge quantity H in human bits
(hbit) and the economic temperature T (in revenue per knowledge unit). These parts of an extended profit and loss account in which the operable knowledge data of humatics are also included, is referred to as the knowledge matrix. (1) shows the starting situation before the employee switches from Development to Sales. In table (2) the change has been made. The only
changes in table (2) are the reduction of the employee number and knowledge quantity (see
columns 2 and 4) in Development and the resulting, proportional increase of these data in
Sales (i.e. application of the rule of three). Thus, nothing special has happened, the change has
not altered the bottom line. How a perspective change is reflected by knowledge functions
(see above: autonomous adaptation) is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4: Perspective change in knowledge functions by rotation
In Fig. 4 we will deal first only with the elements which are on the circle proceeding in an anticlockwise direction with the arrows. We can see the change in a very simple knowledge
function which consists of only two constituents (A, B). A could be, for example, the technical competence for the new product to be sold. This is the knowledge that the Sales department wants. B, for example, can be the ability to speak a foreign language. As there are already a lot of people in Sales who can speak a foreign language, this is not particularly highly
evaluated. The upper part of the circle shows a Q-Distribution with equal evaluation its two
constituents. As we move around the circle, preference is given first to constituent B (lefthand side of the circle) and then to A (on the right-hand side). The first humatic fundamental
equation U = T H (see [21] for a more detailed explanation) shows that at a constant U in the
upper and lower position – i.e. the largest possible equal evaluation of the constituents – the
amount of the human potential H is at its highest value Hmax and therefore the economic temperature T (revenue per hbit) is at its lowest. The opposite is the case if the knowledge function is very "sharp", i.e. if some knowledge characteristics are evaluated more highly than
others, as is the case in the two positions on the left and right of the circle. Where knowledge
functions become "sharper", the Shannon formula provides decreasing values of H and increasing values of T. This means that the human potential (the broadness of knowledge) beKreft Perspectives of knowledge B2.doc 17.11.2004 00:51 6 von 11
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comes smaller the higher some of the skills and abilities are evaluated (as is the case for a
specialist).
Now we want to show that such a reduction of the human potential H is the result of the differing perspectives from which the knowledge of an employee in Development or Sales is observed. This change of perspective is continually applied in corporate practice. This occurs as
follows: As the specific, technical product knowledge A is also present in other developers in
the Development department it is a value which is multiply present and can thus not be evaluated very highly. This, however, does not apply to Sales as the knowledge A is unique there.
It is of particular significance now that from the perspective of the individual employee his
individual knowledge remains constant regardless of how it looks from the perspective of the
respective department.
All of these various aspects are covered by humatics. In accordance to the above mentioned
requirement of autonomous adaptation the perspective change must result automatically (algorithmically) from knowledge functions. We will now show that this is the case when we
represent the internal perspective change as a coordinate rotation of knowledge functions.
This should be explained in detail and is represented for both elements of the simple knowledge functions in Fig. 4 in the figures I to V around the circle. First we can see that the red arrow (vector) does not change its direction or length in the graphics I to V. This indicates that
from the perspective of the employee nothing changes (he sees his skills, abilities, so to speak,
from the point of view of inside the arrow). A different view (perspective) results when we rotate the coordinates (i.e. we alter the outer view) in an anticlockwise direction (we could, of
course, also rotate in a clockwise direction). Position I shows the situation before the rotation
starts, the two thicker coordinate parts A, B are equal. This corresponds to the representation
of a knowledge function with two equal constituents (see Fig. 4, top of the circle). In position
II the rotation (i.e. the change in perspective) has progressed to the extent that there is only a
representation of the arrow on B, i.e. B is the most highly evaluated constituent. The rotation
continues through 180° to position III, where we again have equal coordinate parts A and B
(now they are negative, which is of no consequence for the mathematical evaluation). In position IV the rotation has progressed so far that only A is evaluated, and in position V - having
travelled through 360° - we are back to the starting position with the equal constituents. We
can, therefore, derive the alteration of the human potential and the economic temperature from
rotations alone. It should also be mentioned in passing that, mathematically, rotations are
group characteristics whose generators can be represented as tensors (e.g. in the form of differential derivations of vectors), which opens up a completely new field for the interpretation
of knowledge functions.

Representation of the change in perspective in the profit and loss account
Let us return now to the operable knowledge characteristics in the profit and loss account. In
table (3) of Fig. 3 we have taken account of the fact that the developer knowledge appears in
Sales under a changed perspective. We know that the product knowledge is more highly
evaluated from the Sales perspective, i.e. the knowledge function has become "sharper", the
Shannon formula gives a lower value for H. We show this case here for demonstration purposes by reducing the knowledge quantity H of the developer in Sales symbolically by 1 hbit
so that the total knowledge quantity in Sales drops from 147 (table 2, column 4) to 146 (table
3, column 4). This reduction would of course be automatically registered by the program as a
result of the rotation of coordinates (of the change in perspective). If we divide the constant
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revenue (column 1) by this reduced knowledge quantity in the Sales perspective (column 4),
the temperature T increases in Sales accordingly (between table 2 and 3). This is the desired
result. If the change from Development to Sales is to make any sense, the revenue contribution of the knowledge in Sales must have an increased value. This indicates to the controller a
significant, corporate change which he can take directly from the extended profit and loss account. In this case we are dealing with an ex ante situation (i.e. a view before an event happens, that is usually a scenario). It is only with the aid of operable knowledge characteristics
that the progress of a corporate scenario can be observed solely on the basis of starting conditions. This is fully analogous to scientific methods in physics in which changes of complex
systems can be determined on the basis of starting conditions. In conventional controlling
such changes are not apparent to the management. For example, in contrast to the revenue per
knowledge unit (economic temperature), the per capita revenue remains constant (see Fig. 3,
table (3)). So, the operable knowledge characteristics T reflects an internal change in a company without any outer effect. Perspective changes for knowledge have long been an intuitive
tool of any good manager. This is how companies can benefit from correctly applied knowledge management: intuition is complemented by reproducible, verifiable quantities.
Table (4) of Fig. 3 shows the ex post situation (i.e. the view after an event, these are real values) with an increased revenue which leads to an further increase of the economic temperature. The view of the Sales department has been confirmed, the market has rewarded the
change in perspective, the new perspective was the right one. Humatic analysis could be used
to determine how high the growth in revenue would be if an internal change in perspective
takes place. For further details please refer to [21, 22]. The representation of operable perspective changes makes it clear that management in the future will have access to completely
new methods of company orientation and performance control.

Concluding comments
For companies it is known that the evaluation of knowledge of employees depends on the perspectives which different departments may have in relation to that individual knowledge. The
mathematical methods described here show how this effect can be produced by coordinate
transformation of knowledge functions. The results of this transformation can be shown directly in the profit and loss account.
H. D. Kreft
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